**Monday, 18 June 2018**

### Workshop Schedule

**EU JPI Climate workshop**
Exploring ways of international cooperation in climate services for Africa

**European Union DG Clima**

**DEA workshop**
Advancing and strengthening the linkages between climate change policy and research to support implementation and inform future adaptation research.

---

**Time Slot 1**

12h30 - 14h30

- Fun and Games (and a lot of learning) with Ecosystem-based Adaptation
  - WWF
- S239
  - Adapting for climate adaptation from weakness to resilience
  - OneWorld
- S170
  - Country Level Impacts of Climate Change Workshop
  - UNDP
- S4
  - The role of faith communities in adaptation
  - Green Anglicans

---

**Time Slot 2**

14h30 - 16h00

- S87
  - Web based platforms supporting climate action: Challenges and opportunities
  - Climate Adap. Services
- S188
  - Transnational City-to-City Learning to accelerate urban adaptation
  - IH Delft
- S180
  - Adaptive coastal planning - sharing techniques, lessons and experiences
  - Deltares
- S34
  - Making Finance work for Agricultural Resilience
  - GCAP UK

---

**LUNCH**

---

**Room Allocation**

- **Level 1**
  - Room 1.41
  - Room 1.42
  - Room 1.43
  - Room 1.44

- **Level 2**
  - Room 2.45
  - Room 2.41
  - Room 2.43

---

**Learning Journeys around Cape Town**

---